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FDA approved first deuterated drug in 2017

A Pd-membrane reactor achieves efficient, site-selective, and cost-effective deuteration
Conventional methods for forming C(sp3)–D bonds such as hydrogen
isotope exchange and reductive deuteration of unsaturated hydrocarbons
require harsh reaction conditions, make inefficient use of expensive
deuterium sources, and/or exhibit low site-selectivities. In this poster, we
demonstrate that the palladium membrane (Pd-membrane) reactor can
perform site-selective deuteration at room temperature with high
D-incorporation, and high yield. The Pd-membrane reactor exploits the unique
deuterium absorption properties of palladium to channel electrochemically
generated deuterium atoms from a D2O electrolysis chamber into a
deuteration chamber where C–D bonds are formed.

Replacing a hydrogen atom in a C–H bond with a heavier
deuterium atom increases the activation energy required to
break the bond. The stronger C–D bond extends the retention
time of pharmaceuticals in-vivo and can be exploited to reduce
pharmaceutical dosages and associated side effects. Several
other deuterated versions of common drugs are now under
phase II and III clinical trials. These advances in drug
development approval has triggered intense research into
methods for deuterating small molecules and drugs.
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We demonstrate that the Pd-membrane reactor can effectively and
selectively form aliphatic C(sp3)–D sites using with inexpensive and
recyclable D2O as a direct deuterium source.
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Deuterium selectively diffuses through the
Pd-membrane

The Pd-membrane reactor deuterates alkynes with high D-incorporation, site-selectivity, and functional
group tolerance

The temporal evolution of gaseous D2 increased 100-fold in the
chemical compartment upon application of a constant current.
The deuterons produced at the Pt anode in the electrochemical
compartment were able to be reduced at the cathode and then
permeate through the Pd-membrane into the chemical
compartment.

The reactor deuterates phenylacetylene to styrene-d2 then ethylbenzene-d4 in 8 hr. Deuteration is a slightly slower process than hydrogenation, yet full
conversion still occurs within a reasonable timeframe. In addition, the reactor deuterates a range of alkyne substrates containing halogen, alcohol, or ester
functionalities with > 85% yields within 1 day of electrolysis.
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Current controls the deuteration time and selectivity

Pd-membrane deuteration is compatible with common drug synthesis

Modulation of the applied current changes the amount of deuterium that diffuses through the Pd-membrane
and thus alters the reaction time and selectivity. A nearly two-fold increase in the rate of phenylacetylene
formation was achieved when the current was increased from 100 to 250 mA. Lower current (50 mA)
selectively produces styrene at a given time.

Pd-membrane deuteration can replace hydrogenation in a known drug molecule. We used the reactor to install
four C–D bonds site-selectively in Cinacalcet hydrochloride, a commercially available drug. The deuteration
step was performed after the incorporation of an alkyne functionality. This deuteration process occurred in
high yield (>99 %) and D incorporation (>90%). The deuterium incorporation remained ≥90% through the
subsequent synthetic steps that ultimately converged on the drug.
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